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but the delay continued. Almost overcome by this undemanded
and unexpected beau geste on my part the whole lot, friends once
more again, sat down to talk over and discuss the unusual event
entirely outside the experience of any of them—why a total
stranger, a foreign Barbarian—and no doubt a lunatic—had
pursued so extraordinary a course as to give away so great a
sum without either necessity or reason. At length they aban-
doned the problem as insoluble and we started. The journey
to Hori, where we spent the night, and that on into the hills on the
following day, were delightful. It was not that the scenery was
particularly fine or the views very extensive but there was a
complete loveliness about the succession of landscapes. The
little man-propelled railway takes the traveller into the heart of
the mountain country by valley and gorge that present, each in
its turn, enchanting features. The humid atmosphere of Formosa
brings vegetation to perfection. The spreading branches of the
great forest trees sheltered the undergrowth from the sun's
excessive heat. Exquisitely poised tree ferns rose above a host
of smaller plants which in turn were interwoven with a network of
intricate creepers. The immense leaves of Colocasia and the
more delicate Caladium stood out like shields of bright green
metal. The trunks and branches of the trees were green with
Epiphytes—the orchids were not in flower at this season—and
wherever there was sunlight Ipomaea—" Morning Glory "—
ran rampant, gay with its blossom of blue or pink and white.
Bamboo, perhaps the most graceful of all Nature's tropical
extravagances, rose high above the rest ; some to droop earth-
ward again in exquisite curves of budding leaves. Others, the
strong and virile varieties, sent their lance-like shoots skyward
and erect, piercing the branches of the trees. On every side
flowed little mountain streams leaping from rock to rock, the
water half hidden in luscious undergrowth, and forming here and
there deep moss-grown pools, over which black butterflies were
poised on outstretched wings. They had no fear of man these
exquisite butterflies of Formosa and over and over again on my
jungle walks they would come and settle on my body or my
hands. Of infinite variety and of gorgeous colouring, they are
wonderful.
We spent the night at Hori, my student companion and I,
in a comfortable Japanese inn, where the rare presence of a
foreigner awoke all the latent kindness and all the curiosity of
a crowd of inhabitants, who in their unceasing endeavour to

